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SAINIK SCHOOL GOPALGANJ 
SUB: ENGLISH 

CLASS-VII 
 

ASSIGNMENT -3 

Choose the correct response: 

 

1. The story of an ant’s life sounds almost _______. 

(a) Untrue  (b) fake  (c) ridiculous  (d) real 

 

2. Soldier ants live in ________. 

(a) Grubs  (b) nurseries  (c) anthills  (d) barracks 

 

3. ________ is the mother of the entire ants. 

(a) Soldier ant    (b) worker ant 

(c) most hard working ant    (d) the queen ant 

 

4. The ______ become cocoons after few weeks. 

(a) Grubs  (b) nest  (c) nursery  (d) baby ants 

 

5. The _________ is the ant’s cow. 

(a) Greenfly  (b) beetles  (c) honeydew (d) cow ants 

 

6. Synonym of Scrawny is 

(a) Long  (b) heavy  (c) beautiful  (d) ugly 

 

7. Synonym of Thatha in Tamil is 

(a) Son  (b) father  (c) grandfather (d) uncle 

 

8. Synonym of Stumbled is 

(a) To follow  (b) to disobey (c) in a hurry           (d) followed haltingly 

 

9. _________ was learning to play violin. 

(a) Mridu  (b) Meena  (c) Lalli  (d) Ravi 

 

10.  ________ hurried indoors and brought out Gopu mama’s chappals. 

(a) Paati  (b) Rukku Mani (c) Thatha  (d) Lalli 

 

Answer the following questions in your own words: 

11. What jobs are new ants trained for? 

12. Ants can be great teachers. Explain the statement with sufficient insight from the 

text. 
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13. The life of ants is very peaceful. Why it is so? 

14. What was the noise that startled Mridu and frightened Mahendran? 

15. Had the beggar come to Rukku Mani’s house for the first time? Give reasons for 

your answer. 

16. Describe the music teacher as seen from the window? 

17. On getting a gift of chappals, the beggar vanished in a minute.  Why was he in such 

a hurry to leave?  

 

Part - II 

Grammar & Writing Section 

 

18. Make two sentences each with twenty different prepositions. 

19.  Write the structure of all Tense forms with two examples of each Tense form. 

20. Covid-19 pandemic has caused lot of problems to the human race including 

many death cases. Write a paragraph on the topic Life amidst Covid 19 

Pandemic. 

21. Write a letter to your cousin living in Mumbai sharing your life during these 

nationwide lockdown due to Covid-19.  

22. Write a paragraph on ‘How I develop my Communication Skills.’ 

23. Write a poem keeping in mind the rhyming scheme, figure of speech etc. 

24. Write an article in not more than 200 words on any relevant topic of your 

choice. 

25. Write an interesting short story in not more than 200 words keeping in mind 

the following points: 

(a) A suitable title 

(b) Three to five characters 

(c) Appealing language 

(d) A bit of suspense 

(e) Surprise ending 

(f) Moral of the story 
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